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KoRuRaP Playhouse
(Kit-of-Re-Used-Re-adapted-Parts)

Vital to our program’s creating-making curriculum, an incremental exposure to design-build allows 

students an opportunity to establish a direct connection between learning and doing. This project, 

developed as a four-week course to design and build a playhouse benefiting Court Appointed Special 

Advocates (CASA), occurs annually at approximately the mid-point of our curriculum. The playhouse 

is designed to be readily portable by the design-build team; it is to be built in our shop and assembled 

in a local mall to be raffled off and to generate awareness for CASA. Upon completion of the display 

and raffle process, the playhouse is to be assembled in the backyard of the raffle winner. It acts as 

a pedagogical bridge between introductory ideas of design-build and more advanced full scale 

research-based components of inhabitable space. 

This pedagogically adaptive project provides a learning environment where students interact with 

each other and faculty outside the constraints of the typical design studio.  The college established 

a budget of $500 and a four-week time frame to compel the team of students to be financial and 

environmental stewards. Design initiatives were immediately focused on salvaged, donated, 

re-purposed, and recycled materials with additional donations through personal and corporate 

allocations.

The challenge set to students for this rendition of the playhouse was based upon the idea of using 

and creating the project from re-used and re-adapted kits-of-parts. The students creatively 

researched and gathered materials to form their kit. The designed developed from a modular 

structure based on 2’-0” shelving standards, 4’-0” X 8-’0” plywood, and PVC pipe. Through the use 

of a CNC router, the plywood skin of the playhouse was transformed into a visually layered pattern 

of circles and openings. The circular panels on the back provided the opportunity for play and for a 

game of tic-tac-toe. The PVC ceiling panels, covered with random colored acrylic, provided a visually 

stimulating lighting pattern while at the same time being the shading piece of a double-skinned 

roof system to keep the inside cool during the summer. In the end, the project made for an atypical 

learning environment that forced students and faculty to not only think outside the proverbial box 

for design creativity, but budget, schedule, safety, and modularity quickly became integral issues to 

the overall process.

In the spirit of creating and making, the playhouse project explores the constant integration of critical 

development, craft, and fabrication. The project type and time constraints yield a hybridized form 

of design-build, favoring fabrication as a real-time method of informing design and pedagogical 

decisions. This build-design hybrid provides opportunities for students to appreciate time and 

materiality as integral to design. As an academic nod toward Bauhaus teachings, students and 

faculty have not only experienced the social, technical, economic, environmental, and pedagogical 

objectives of design-build projects; but they have provided avenues to raise thousands of dollars for 

a deserving community-based charitable organization.
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½” high strength Frosted acrylic. 
Donated scraps from local plastics 
company- Cut on 3-d router for roof 
and window uses.

Red cedar. Milled and finished from  
local damaged tress. 

PVC Pipe – various sizes. Donated from 
various used and new sources. 

edsal 72-in H x 24-in Steel Shelving 
Unit Standard. Discontinued Items 
purchased below cost.

½” x 4 x 8 Sheathing Plywood –
Purchased at cost from local 
hardware store. 

Assorted Colored acrylic. Donated 
scraps from local plastics company-
Cut on 3-d router for roof panels.

4”x4” pressure treated lumber. 
Purchased at cost from local 
hardware store. 

Vital to our program’s creating-making curriculum, an
incremental exposure to design-build allows students an
opportunity to establish a direct connection between learning
and doing. This project, developed as a four-week course to
design and build a playhouse benefiting Court Appointed
Special Advocates (CASA), occurs annually at approximately
the mid-point of our curriculum. The playhouse is designed to be
readily portable by the design-build team; it is to be built in our
shop and assembled in a local mall to be raffled off and to
generate awareness for CASA. Upon completion of the display
and raffle process, the playhouse is to be assembled in the
backyard of the raffle winner. It acts as a pedagogical bridge
between introductory ideas of design-build and more advanced
full scale research-based components of inhabitable space.

This pedagogically adaptive project provides a learning
environment where students interact with each other and
faculty outside the constraints of the typical design studio.
The college established a budget of $500 and a four-week
timeframe to compel the team of students to be financial and
environmental stewards. Design initiatives were immediately
focused on salvaged, donated, repurposed, and recycled
materials with additional donations through personal and
corporate allocations.

The challenge set to students for this rendition of the
playhouse was based upon the idea of using and creating the
project from re-used and re-adapted kits-of-parts. The students
creatively researched and gathered materials to form their
kit. The designed developed from a modular structure based on
2’-0” shelving standards, 4’-0” X 8-’0” plywood, and PVC pipe.
Through the use of a CNC router, the plywood skin of the
playhouse was transformed into a visually layered pattern of
circles and openings. The circular panels on the back provided
the opportunity for play and for a game of tic-tac-toe. The PVC
ceiling panels, covered with random colored acrylic, provided
a visually stimulating lighting pattern while at the same time
being the shading piece of a double skinned roof system to keep
the inside cool during the summer. In the end, the project made
for an atypical learning environment that forced students and
faculty to not only think outside the proverbial box for design
creativity, but budget, schedule, safety, and modularity quickly
became integral issues to the overall process.

In the spirit of creating and making, the playhouse project
explores the constant integration of critical development,
craft, and fabrication. The project type and time constraints
yield a hybridized form of design-build, favoring fabrication as
a real-time method of informing design and pedagogical
decisions. This build-design hybrid provides opportunities for
students to appreciate time and materiality as integral to
design. As an academic nod toward Bauhaus teachings,
students and faculty have not only experienced the social,
technical, economic, environmental, and pedagogical
objectives of design-build projects; but they have provided
avenues to raise thousands of dollars for a deserving
community-based charitable organization.
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